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Detail Action

1 . This office action is in response to the amendment filed on 5/27/2008.

2. Per Applicant's request, claims 1 and 21 are amended.

3. Claims 1-9, and 11-22 are pending.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or

composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent

therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

4. Claims 1-9, 11-15,21 and 22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed

invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter.

Claims 1-15, 21 and 22 recites a computer-readable signal-bearing media. A computer-

readable signal-bearing medium can be interpreted as signal. Signal is considered as a form of

energy and is not considered a patentable subject matter.

The amended claims include the limitation of a computer-readable signal-bearing medium

comprising a list of items; however the term computer-readable signal-bearing medium can be

subject matters other than those items in the list. Use of the term "comprises" does not limit the

scope of the claim to include only items listed. A computer-readable signal-bearing medium

can be signal or wave that is computer-readable. As reasoned above, signal or wave is

considered a s form of energy and is not considered a patentable subject matter.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

5. Claims 1-9, 1 1-22 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph, as being indefinite

for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards

as the invention.

Claims 1-9, and 11-22 recite the limitation of a legacy management system. According

to the Applicant's remark, page 9, 1
st
paragraph, "...the legacy management system may refer

to an old or outdated management system..." According to the definition provided in the remark,

a legacy management system can be interpreted as an outdated management system. There is

a question regarding the precise definition of what is being considered as outdated

management system. Is a one-year-old manage system considered outdated or a three-

months-old management system considered outdated? Is a management system installed

yesterday considered outdated? Even with Applicant's another definition a legacy system -

"does not work well with up-to-date systems". Similar questions can be asked of what is the

precise definition of "does not work well". Does "does not work well" means does not work 70%

of the time or does not work 50% of the time? It is for these reasons the examiner consider the

scope of the claims indefinite.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §102
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The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public

use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United

States.

6. Claims 1,16, and 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Baughman (US Patent No. 6,408, 399).

As per claim 1,

- a first manager component of a legacy management system that performs one or

more first management operations on a software and/or hardware entity; and a

second manager component that performs one or more second management

operations on the software and/or hardware entity, wherein the second manager

component comprise high availability services system software operating in a

high availability domain; wherein the first manager component and the second

manager component are configured to concurrently share management

responsibilities for the software and/or hardware entity. (c4 : 45-65, fig. 3,

"...a disk manage 107 and 117 resides on each computer 10 and

11 to manage file manipulation of the shared disks 12 and

13...") .

As per claim 16,

- configuring a software and/or hardware entity for partial control by a first

manager component and partial control by a second manager component (c4 :
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45-65, FIG. 3, "...a disk manage 107 and 117 resides on each

computer 10 and 11 to manage file manipulation of the

shared disks 12 and 13...") . .

As per claim 21,

- one or more computer-readable signal-bearing media; and means in the one or

more media for configuring a software and/or hardware entity for partial control

by a first manager component and partial control by a second manager

component (c4 : 45-65, FIG. 3, "...a disk manage 107 and 117

resides on each computer 10 and 11 to manage file

manipulation of the shared disks 12 and 13...").

7. Claims 1-9, 11-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Anderson

(USPGPub. No. 2003/0058796).

As per claim 1, Anderson discloses

- a first manager component that performs one or more first management

operations on a software and/or hardware entity; and a second manager

component that performs one or more second management operations on the

software and/or hardware entity ( [0018] , for example, line 12-15,

"...a traffic manager, a provisioning manager and a signaling

manager perform all broadband and narrowband...and

connections for all network devices." In this scenario,
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the first manager component can be a traffic

manager/signaling manager; and the second manager component

can be a provisioning manager; and the software and/or

hardware entity is the network devices. See also, FIG. 2).

- Wherein the first manager component and the second manager component are

configured to concurrently share management responsibilities for the software

and/or hardware entity (in this scenario the first manager

component and the second manager component function

concurrently to share management responsibility)

.

As per claim 2,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the first manager component and the second manager component are

communicatively coupled ( [0019] , for example, "The signaling

manager receives its working instructions from the traffic

manage and from the provisioning manager...") .

As per claim 3,

the rejection of claim 2 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the first manager component and the second manager component coordinate the

one or more first and second management operations to occur in a proper
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sequence ([0019], for example, "The signaling manager

receives its working instructions from the traffic manage

and from the provisioning manager..."; [0033], "...decide how

to configure the logical networks on top of the physical

network resources...").

As per claim 4,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- upon detection by the first management component of an event associated with

the software and/or hardware entity, the first manager component sends a

notification to the second manager component; wherein upon detection by the

second management component of an event associated with the software and/or

hardware entity, the second manager component sends a notification to the first

manager component ( [0021] , shows monitoring of network

event, [0018] , [0019] , show manager components communicating

with each other. )

.

As per claim 5,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the software and/or hardware entity comprises one or more software and/or

hardware components; wherein the first manager component starts up the
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software and/or hardware entity and the one or more software and/or hardware

components; wherein the first manager component sends a notification to the

second manager component to indicate that the software and/or hardware entity

and the one or more software and/or hardware components have been started

([0020], for example, "provisioning element for non-real

time circuits...performs...end point connections and port

provisioning..."; [0018] - [0019] ) .

As per claim 6,

the rejection of claim 5 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the second manager component initializes one or more of the one or more

software and/or hardware components; wherein the second manager

component sends a notification to the first manager component to indicate that

the one or more of the one or more software and/or hardware components have

been initialized ([0020], for example, "provisioning element for

non-real time circuits...performs...end point connections and

port provisioning..."; [ 0018 ]
-

[ 0 01 9 ] ) .

As per claim 7,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses
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the software and/or hardware entity comprises one or more software and/or

hardware components; wherein the first and second manager components

cooperate to initialize, monitor, and detect one or more failures of the software

and/or hardware entity and one or more of the one or more software and/or

hardware components, wherein the first and second manager components

dynamically negotiate the management responsibilities. ([0021]) .

As per claim 8,

the rejection of claim 7 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the first and second manager components cooperate to recover the software

and/or hardware entity from the one or more failures ( [00 68] , "...restored

quickly in the event hardware failure...") .

As per claim 9,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

the first manager component sends a request to the second manager component

to cause the second manager component to perform a management operation of

the one or more second management operations on the software and/or
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hardware entity ( [0019] ) .

As per claim 11,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- in combination with the software and/or hardware entity, wherein the software

and/or hardware entity operates outside of the high availability domain, wherein

the high availability services software comprised the one or more second

management operations; wherein the software and/or hardware entity interacts

with the high availability domain ( [0068] , line 2, "...provisioning

manager...high availability..." see Figure 2, where

provisioning manager employ high availability. Signaling

manager 16 can be considered outside the high availability

domain of provisioning manager.)

.

As per claim 12,

the rejection of claim 1 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the software and/or hardware entity is connected with the high availability domain

to employ one or more of the one or more second management operations of the

high availability services software ( [0068] , line 2, "...high

availability...", see Fig. 2) .
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As per claim 13,

the rejection of claim 12 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the software and/or hardware entity is connected with the first manager

component to employ one or more of the one or more first management

operations and to prevent autonomous control of the software and/or hardware

entity by the high availability services software ( [0068] , line 2, "...high

availability..."; [0055], "The signaling manger has call

exclusion rules for QoS rules on connections...", see Fig, 2,

provisioning manager and signaling manager work together to

accomplish provisioning the network. Therefore, there is no

autonomous control . )

.

As per claim 14,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

Anderson discloses

- in combination with the software and/or hardware entity, wherein the first

manager component, the second manager component, and the software and/or

hardware entity are responsible for one or more of setup and teardown of

telecommunication connections ( [0060] , "...creating...and tearing down

connections...") .
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As per claim 15,

the rejection of claim 1 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- the software and/or hardware entity comprises one or more first software and/or

hardware components and one or more second software and/or hardware

components; wherein the first manager component controls the one or more first

software and/or hardware components; wherein the second manager component

controls the one or more second software and/or hardware components

([0018], for example, line 12-15, "...a traffic manager, a

provisioning manager and a signaling manager perform all

broadband and narrowband...and connections for all network

devices." In this scenario, the first manager component

can be a traffic manager/signaling manager; and the second

manager component can be a provisioning manager; and the

software and/or hardware entity is the network devices.).

As per claim 16,

Anderson discloses

- configuring a software and/or hardware entity for concurrent partial control by a

first manager component of a legacy management system and a second

manager component, wherein the second manager component comprises high

availability services system software operating in a high availability

domain ( [0018] , for example, line 12-15, "...a traffic manager,
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a provisioning manager and a signaling manager perform all

broadband and narrowband...and connections for all network

devices." In this scenario, the first manager component

can be a traffic manager/signaling manager; and the second

manager component can be a provisioning manager; and the

software and/or hardware entity is the network devices.).

As per claim 17,

the rejection of claim 16 is incorporated;

further Anderson discloses

- allowing the software and/or hardware entity to accept one or more first

management operations from the first manager component and one or more

second management operations from the second manger component, wherein

the first and second manager components cooperate to initialize, monitor, and

detect failures of the software and/or hardware entity ([0018], for

example, line 12-15, "...a traffic manager, a provisioning

manager and a signaling manager perform all broadband and

narrowband...and connections for all network devices.",

[0021], "...monitoring..."; [0058], "...provisioning..."; The

examiner asserts that monitoring detect failures.)
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As per claim 18,

the rejection of claim 16 is incorporated;

further Anderson disclose

- wherein the second manager component comprises high availability services

software operating in a high availability domain, the method further comprising

the steps of: operating the software and/or hardware entity outside of the high

availability domain; and connecting the software and/or hardware entity with the

high availability services software within the high availability domain ( [0068] ,

line 2, "...high availability...").

As per claim 19,

the rejection of claim 16 is incorporated;

further Anderson disclose

sending one or more notifications between the first manager component and the

second manager component to indicate occurrence of one or more events

associated with the software and/or hardware entity ([0018], [0019]).

As per claim 20,

the rejection of claim 16 is incorporated;

further Anderson disclose

- wherein the software and/or hardware entity comprises one or more first software

and/or hardware components, wherein the step of configuring the software

and/or hardware entity for partial control by the first manager component and

partial control by the second manager component comprises the steps of:
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connecting the one or more first software and/or hardware components with the

first manager component to employ one or more first management operations of

the first manager component; and connecting the one or more second software

and/or hardware components with the second manager component to employ

one or more second management operations of the second manager component

and to prevent autonomous control of the software and/or hardware entity by the

first manager component (( [0018] , for example, line 12-15, "...a

traffic manager, a provisioning manager and a signaling

manager perform all broadband and narrowband...and

connections for all network devices .";[ 0 0 68 ] , line 2,

"...high availability...") .

As per claim 21,

Anderson discloses

- one or more computer-readable signal-bearing media; and means in the one or

more media for configuring a software and/or hardware entity for partial control

by a first manager component of a legacy management system and a second

manager component, wherein the second manager component comprises high

availability services system software operating in a high availability

domain ( [0018] , for example, line 12-15, "...a traffic manager,

a provisioning manager and a signaling manager perform all

broadband and narrowband...and connections for all network

devices." In this scenario, the first manager component
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can be a traffic manager/signaling manager; and the second

manager component can be a provisioning manager; and the

software and/or hardware entity is the network devices.).

As per claim 22,

Anderson discloses

first manager component and/or the second manager component access a configuration

file to determine the management responsibilities of each of the first and second

manager components ([0074]).

Response to Arguments

1) Per Applicant's argument regarding 35 U.S.C. 112 rejections—

1) Please refer to the new 35 U.S.C. 112 of claims 1-9, 11-22 above.

2) Applicant argues -

Baughman does not support the limitation of concurrently share management

responsibility.

2) Examiner's response -

As the Applicant acknowledges, one page 1 1 , 2
nd

paragraph of the remark, ". . .the active

standby components... fulfill a cooperating configuration". The examiner consider a

cooperating configuration is one scenario of concurrently sharing management
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responsibility. The examiner considered the claim language as presented does not

reasonable distinguish the scope of the claim with the recited prior art.

3) Applicant argues -

Anderson fails to make any mention of a "sequence".

3) Examiner's response -

Per Applicant's recitation on last paragraph of page 12 of the remark, "...configure the

logical network on top of the physical network..." teaches that in order to properly

configure a network, physical network needs to be configured first before a logical

network can be configured in this sequence.

4) Applicant argues - per claim 7

Traffic loading is not a management responsibility.

4) Examiner's response -

The examiner considers traffic loading comprises at least starting or initializing a traffic

load.

5) Applicant argues -

Applicant requested more detail for reasons for rejections of claims 11-12.

5) Examiner's response —

More detailed reason is provided. See rejections of respective claims.

Conclusion
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THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the

extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 .136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Philip Wang whose telephone number is 571-272-5934. The examiner

can normally be reached on Mon - Fri 8:00AM - 4:00PM. Any inquiry of general nature or

relating to the status of this application should be directed to the TC2100 Group receptionist:

571-272-2100.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Wei Zhen can be reached on 571-272-3708. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be

obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2191


